Abstract. With the mixed-type case now completed, all algebraic number fields of degree 4 with absolute discriminant < 106 have been enumerated. Methods from the totally real and totally complex cases were used without major modification. Isomorphism of fields was determined by a method similar to one of Lenstra. The T2 criterion of Pohst was applied to reduce the number of redundant examples.
Introduction
We have previously enumerated totally real (signature 4) [1] and totally complex (signature 0) [2] fields. We now treat the remaining case, fields of mixed type (signature 2). The methods of [1] and [2] are used without major modification.
Existence of small integers
A consequence of [8, is Proposition 1. If F is an algebraic number field of degree 4 with discriminant dp and ring of integers @F, then there exists p e (fF\Z such that T2ip)<l + fih\/2, where p\, ..., p4 are the conjugates of p, and, for k eZ, 7=1 We let p be an algebraic number satisfying the conditions of Proposition 1, with characteristic polynomial given by 4 fix) = JJ(* -pj) = x4 -sx3 + px2 -qx + n.
7=1
If Qip) has signature 2, then p may be assumed to satisfy the following: (1) 0<j<2,
Relations (1), (2) , and (4) come directly from [8, Theorem 3] , while (3) is a consequence of \s3 -3sp + 3q\ = \ £t_, p3\ < T$ip). We take
and define G\id) to be the set of all polynomials fix) = x4-sx3+px2-qx+n G Z[x] with coefficients satisfying (5) 0<s <2, (6) ^M<p<i±Ml,
The integer quantities T2\id), T22id), T$id), T^d) are easy to compute, so the question of whether a given polynomial belongs to G\ id) can be answered quickly.
Observing that \J2ip)\<f2xidF), \_2T2ip)\ < T22idF), \T3ip)\<\T2ip)3l2\ < %idF), [T2ip)\ < TA{dF) establishes Proposition 2. If F is an algebraic number field of degree 4 and signature 2 with discriminant dF and ring of integers tfF, then there exists p e (fF\Z with characteristic polynomial belonging to G\ idF).
Fields with small quartic integers
For each polynomial fix) e tri(106) we perform the following tests (cf. 3. We compute the discriminant dF of the field F = Q(/?). 4. If \dF\ > 106, we exclude /. 5. If / £ G\idF), we exclude /.
Among the polynomials surviving these tests is a generating polynomial for every quartic number field of mixed type with absolute discriminant less than 106, excepting those fields for which no choice of p in Proposition 1 gives a quartic integer. In these fields every such "small" p generates a quadratic subfield; we enumerate these fields separately.
Fields with quadratic subfields
We now assume that F is an algebraic number field of degree 4 with signature 2 and discriminant dF, with \dF\ < 106, and that F contains a quadratic subfield K with discriminant d¡< ■ Since F has a real embedding, dx > 0.
Let oe, co' = \io ± \fd¿) > where o e {0, 1}, a = dK (mod 4), so that K = Q(<y), and (f¡c = Z[co] is the ring of integers of K.
We take p e <fF\(fK , and let
be the minimal polynomial of p over K, with a = a\+a2a), ß = b\+b2co, a' = a\ + a2co', ß' = b\ + b2co'. Then the characteristic polynomial of p over Q is
We define the Z-module homomorphism X:rfF -► M4 by
where £i, £2, are the real conjugates of Ç, and £3, £3 the complex conjugates. Then XicfF) is a 2-dimensional lattice of determinant A = \f\dF\l%dn , and the kernel of X is cfK . We choose /j g cfF so that ||A(/>)||2 < 2A/>/3 = ^\dF\/6dK and TtF/Kíp) = ae {0 + oe, 1 + cu, 0 + 2<y, 1 + 2w}. 
We define A\ = 4a\ + 4a\a2a + a2(fifc + 0), A2 = a2^la\ + a2a), so that We define G2[dF, dK) to be the set of all polynomials fix) e Z[x] defined by (9) , with ai G {0, 1}, a2 e {1, 2} , and b{, b2 satisfying (10), (11). Proposition 3. If F is an algebraic number field of degree 4 and signature 2 with discriminant dF and ring of integers cfF, and if F contains a quadratic subfield K with discriminant dK and ring of integers (9k , then there exists p e (fF\(fK with characteristic polynomial belonging to G2idF , die) > such that F = Q(/?).
Fields with small quadratic integers
Let F be a quartic number field of signature 2 with discriminant dF > -106 . Suppose there exists p e &F\Z with characteristic polynomial in G\idF) such that K = Q(/?) is a quadratic subfield of F. It follows from Proposition 2, using (5)- (8) with d = -106, that 0 < dK < 80.
For each quadratic field discriminant dK with 0 < dK < 80 we generate the polynomials in G2i~l06, d^ according to (9) , taking a\ e {0, 1}, a2 e {1,2}, and b\, b2 running through the values specified by (10) 3. We compute the discriminant dF of the field F = Qip). 4. If \dF\ > 106, we exclude /. 5 . If / £ G2idF , dK), we exclude /. Among the polynomials surviving these tests is a generating polynomial for every quartic number field of signature 2 with absolute discriminant less than 106, such that no p e (fF\Z with characteristic polynomial in G\idF) is a quartic integer.
Determining field isomorphism
Let / and g be irreducible monic quartic polynomials in Z[x], a and ß roots of / and g, respectively, p a rational prime not dividing Df or Dg, and «/ and ng the number of solutions in Z/pZ to the congruences fix) = 0 (mod p) and g{x) = 0 (mod p). From Hensel's Lemma we know that «/ and ng give the number of roots of / and g in Zp .
The It is well known [3, Theorem 1], [10] that «/ > 0 for infinitely many choices of p . We assume therefore that p has been chosen so that nf = ng> 0, and take a and ß to lie in Zp. Suppose (12) X0 + Xxa + X2a2 + X3a3 + A4/3 = 0, Xj e Zp, 0 < j < 4 . The rational solutions of (12) form a Z-lattice of rank at most 1 (otherwise 1, a, a2 , a3 would be dependent over Q). The p-adic solutions of (12) form a Zp-lattice of rank 4, with Zp-basis given by the columns If a nontrivial rational solution of (12) exists, it can be shown (see [6] ) that for sufficiently large m it appears as a short vector in the lattice Lm , and is therefore accessible via lattice basis reduction techniques (see [1, 7] ).
It is known that the effectiveness of basis reduction depends upon, and is predictable from, the size of the entries. For these computations we found a choice of m such that pm « 1025 to be effective.
Results
It should be noted to begin with, that our results are in complete agreement with the work of Godwin [4, 5] . The distribution of Galois groups by field discriminant appears in the appendix (cf. [1, 2] 
